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SFL leads the way on fatalities crisis strategy
Saskatchewan is experiencing worker injuries and fatal-

dent Lori Johb said: “We need a comprehensive Worker

ities crisis. In 2018, 48 people lost their lives because of

Fatalities Crisis Strategy in Saskatchewan. The provincial

their work. By comparison, the annual average number

government has not done enough to protect workers in

of work-related deaths between 2015 to 2017 was 30.

this province, so the SFL is now taking on that leadership

That’s a 60% increase in fatalities in 2018. Sadly, the crisis

role; we hope the provincial government will join with

in worker injuries and fatalities is not new. Saskatchewan

us. If the provincial government will join with us to better

has the distinction of being the most dangerous place

protect workers, we stand ready to host an emergency

in Canada to be a worker; this province has the highest

meeting of worker organizations, the Workers’ Compen-

provincial fatality rate in the country.

sation Board (WCB), and other stakeholders to develop

To address this crisis, the Saskatchewan Federation of
Labour (SFL) first called for an emergency roundtable

crisis we are facing.”

meeting with stakeholders to develop a comprehensive

Nearly six months after calling for an emergency meet-

strategy to better protect workers on December 3, 2018.

ing, other groups finally accepted the SFL’s offer of lead-

In that initial call for an emergency meeting, SFL Presi2

a comprehensive plan to deal with the worker fatalities

ership and a roundtable discussion was held on May 24,
2019.

“I would like to thank the officials

KENT PETERSON

from the WCB, WorkSafe Saskatch-

Letter from the editor:
leading the way

ewan, and the Ministry of Labour
Relations and Workplace Safety that
joined with working people to have
this important discussion about injuries and fatalities,” said Lori Johb,

It has been a busy few months for

as when Ontario Conservative MPP

Saskatchewan’s labour movement,

Sam Oosterhoff told an anti-choice

as the Saskatchewan Federation of

rally he wants to make access to

Labour (SFL) and affiliated unions

women’s healthcare “unthinkable in

lead the way on a number of im-

our lifetime”. In Saskatchewan, Sask.

portant issues. Ending domestic vi-

Party MLA Greg Ottenbreit recently

olence, improving workplace safety,

told an anti-choice rally to continue

In addition to the development of a

and tackling precarious work are

their battle, and that he would do

comprehensive strategy, the provin-

just a few examples of areas where

whatever he could to help them in

cial government should take imme-

Saskatchewan’s labour movement is

his “professional capacity” – presum-

diate action on the following items:

leading the way.

ably meaning as the Minister for Ru-

“now that workers have offered their
input in a face-to-face meeting, I expect that input to be taken seriously
and included in an injuries and fatalities crisis strategy going forward,”
she added.

ral and Remote Health.

»» A widespread public aware-

Another area that requires leadership

ness campaign to inform Sas-

is the scourge of rightwing populism.

But the labour movement is leading

katchewan people of the current

It has given courage to some people

they way against this tide of hatred,

worker fatalities crisis, and edu-

and organizations that seek to di-

sexism, and bigotry. Earlier this year,

cate workers on their three funda-

vide people on hatred. We’ve seen

the SFL held a very successful equi-

mental occupational health and

anti-immigrant

anti-refugee

ty conference called Fighting For-

safety rights: the right to know,

racism spewing from extremists and

ward, the Canadian Labour Congress

the right to participate, and the

conservative politicians. We’ve seen

(CLC) recently released a report on

right to refuse;

attacks on queer and trans people in

Islamophobia, and this June unions

the US and Canada. We’ve seen right-

across the province will participate

wing columnists and politicians get

in Pride Month celebrations. This is

offended over the use of the word

in addition to the ongoing work the

“genocide” to describe the epidemic

SFL, affiliated unions, and rank-and-

of missing and murdered Indigenous

file members are doing to lead the

»» The publishing of all investiga-

women and girls, as opposed to be-

way against hate. In this issue of the

tion reports in an accessible on-

ing offended by the acts of genocide

Labour Reporter, we have printed the

line format, similar to the process

that still go on today.

SFL’s full anti-racism statement that

»» The publishing of all incident
reports in an accessible online
format, as is done in British Columbia;

in Alberta.

and

Furthermore, laws that strip women
of control over their own bodies in
the US have emboldened anti-choice

was adopted at the 2018 SFL convention. It’s an important reminder
of the work we still need to do.

ideologues in Canada as they continue their misogynistic crusade – such
3

SFL Anti-Racism Policy
Statement

Taking on Racism
Racism is a working class issue. Racism benefits the
wealthy and powerful. It has been used to generate profits through the perpetuation of job division, differential

At the 2018 annual convention of the Saskatchewan Fed-

wage levels and working conditions. It is a way for em-

eration of Labour (SFL), delegates passed an historic mo-

ployers to attack our solidarity as workers and activists.

tion to adopt an updated Anti-Racism Policy Statement.
By special request to the Labour Reporter Editorial Board,
the SFL Workers of Colour Committee and SFL Indigenous
Committee asked that the statement be printed in these
pages, as a reminder of the work yet to do for unions in
Saskatchewan.

The labour movement strives to end exploitation by defending and promoting the rights of all people. That is the
definition of solidarity. We must use our solidarity to step
up the fight against racism, so that all workers can reap
the benefits we gain through common struggle.

We need to continue to
Racism is any action, or behavior that subordinates people because of their colour, physical features, or ethnic
background. To practice racism one group must have social, economic, or political power over another group. This
power can be used to exclude or restrict other groups or
individuals access to housing, jobs, education or partici-

organize and mobilize all
members of the labour
movement to act to force em-

pation in an organization.

ployers and government to

Racism, by its very nature, is anti-labour. Racial discrimina-

make our workplaces fair.

tion and prejudice splits the union and is in direct conflict
with the underlying principles of the labour movement –

Ending racism and inequality will not happen unless ev-

solidarity and equality. When some workers are deprived

eryone can fully participate in our society and our econ-

of their rights, everyone’s rights are threatened and artifi-

omy.

cial barriers are created that undermine solidarity.
Racialized people in Canada – regardless of whether they
are multi-generation Canadians, new immigrants, or Indigenous peoples – earn substantially less, face higher
rates of violence, are more likely to live in poverty, and are
vastly over-represented in Canada’s growing precarious
workforce.

The Saskatchewan Federation of Labour is committed to
support the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which
affirms the principle of non-discrimination and proclaims
that all human beings are born free and equal in dignity
and before the law. We declare our support for equality

Challenging racism is about much more than speaking out

of opportunity regardless of race, colour, sex, religion,

against prejudice and discrimination when we witness it,

political opinion, national or ethnic origin, age, disability,

it is about standing together across diverse communities

sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression.

to confront the systemic barriers to equal opportunity.
4

Labour’s Responsibility

Declarations are not enough to combat racism in all its

manifestations. The labour movement must exert a sus-

7. The SFL and affiliates will advocate for a strong and

tained effort and the necessary time and resources. We

effective Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission and

have to educate ourselves as well as the general public.

press the Provincial Government to provide it with ade-

We need to safeguard strong and effective legislation

quate staff and resources.

through collective bargaining and education. We need to
work with the community.

Actions and Recommendations

8. Affiliates will make it a priority to reach out to racialized
members and address the organizing requirements needed to integrate an anti-racism component into organizing
plans to reach out to racialized workers.

The following are necessary components in our commit-

9. Affiliates will work towards negotiating clear and spe-

ment to combat racism:

cific collective agreement language to fight racism and

1. Affiliates of the Saskatchewan Federation of Labour distribute educational leaflets on racism to their members.
2. Affiliates establish human rights / equity committees
and appoint members to the SFL Equity Committees to
promote equal employment opportunities in their workplaces, oversee human rights education for the union’s
members, and work for no-discrimination clauses in col-

ensure a more effective system for dealing with racism
complaints.
10. The SFL and affiliates will condemn any politician that
would divide people on race in an effort to win votes.

We call on all affiliates to

lective agreements.

challenge individual, system-

3. Affiliates will reach out to racialized members to find

ic and cultural racism in all

out what they are experiencing in the workplace, and
include those members in developing anti-racism strate-

its forms. Because racism pits

gies for the union.

one worker against another,

4. Affiliates will recognize that equity for Indigenous (First

it prevents us all from work-

Nations, Inuit and Metis) peoples requires recognition of
their distinct Indigenous and treaty rights, as well as historical injustices which have resulted from longstanding

ing together to reach our full

Canadian colonial practices.

potential. If we stand togeth-

5. Affiliates will go beyond the workplace and work with

er in solidarity we can fight

community organizations representing racialized people
to combat racism and promote human rights.
6. The SFL and affiliates will take on systemic racism

racism in the workplace and
all workers will benefit.

through a variety of actions by supporting cases that
strengthen human rights laws, and will monitor changes
to Saskatchewan legislation to ensure all laws and regulations comply.
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MP Sheri Benson (right) at the 2015 SFL convention
shortly after winning her seat of Saskatoon West.

KENT PETERSON

Much at stake in federal election
Much is at stake for working people as voters in Cana-

nomic policies would give even more public money to

da go to the polls on October 21, 2019 to elect a federal

the largest corporations in the country, and his environ-

government.

mental policies would leave Canadian workers behind in

Conservative governments have taken power in seven

a changing climate.

provinces: Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, New Brunswick, and PEI. In many of those provinces, unions and working people have already faced a
number of attacks, from sweeping anti-worker legislative changes to cruel cuts and privatization. That dynamic could become much worse based on the outcome of

Movement and other progressive movements to stop

October’s federal election.

Andrew Scheer and the

Andrew Scheer is no friend of working people. He has

Conservatives from forming

already adopted right-wing populist narratives in an attempt to divide Canadians on fear and hatred. His eco6

It will be up to the Labour

government.

The federal Liberal Party Govern-

KENT PETERSON

ment has also shown its true stripes

Labour movement wins paid
leave for survivors

as it relates to working people. From
its Phoenix pay system disaster and
disrespecting federal public servants
at the bargaining table, to trampling
all over CUPW members’ right to
strike, it’s increasingly clear that there
is only one workers’ party in Canada.
In Saskatchewan, the seat to watch
will be Saskatoon West. NDP Member of Parliament, Sheri Benson, won
the seat in 2015 and has been a powerful voice in Ottawa for Saskatoon,
all of Saskatchewan, and working
people. Benson is the first out candidate in Saskatchewan to be elected to the House of Commons, and
currently serves as the NDP Deputy
Leader, Critic for Housing, and Deputy Critic for LGBTQ2+ issues. Previous
to her election, Benson was CEO of
the United Way of Saskatoon & Area
Between October 2015 and January
2018, Benson was the NDP Labour
Critic. Fighting to improve equality and safety in the workplace, she
called for a ban on asbestos, advocated for pay equity legislation to
ensure Canadian women have equal
compensation to their male counterparts in the workplace, and called
out the government for failing to adequately track workplace fatalities.

On May 13, 2019, the Saskatchewan

lice report, and finding emergency

Federation of Labour (SFL) helped

childcare.

win paid leave from work for survivors of domestic violence.

Saskatchewan has the highest rates
of domestic violence by intimate

“Paid leave from work for survivors

partners amongst all Canadian prov-

of domestic violence will save lives,

inces.

as it’s one additional tool survivors
can use when they flee an abuser,”
said SFL President Lori Johb, “the Saskatchewan Federation of Labour, our
affiliated unions, and the Saskatchewan New Democrats have been advocating for this for years – I’m glad
the provincial government has finally
agreed with us and passed this legislation,” she added.

“While I am thrilled that survivors
now have access to paid leave, the
work of combating domestic and
sexual violence in Saskatchewan is
far from over,” said Johb, “I encourage the provincial government to
increase funding to violence prevention programs and to organizations
that provide support services. We
also need to see the provincial gov-

National and provincial studies have

ernment drastically increase resourc-

shown that domestic violence fol-

es and staff in the Status of Women

lows survivors to the workplace. One

office to better inform the province’s

of the many ways domestic violence

policy-making, legislation, and pro-

impacts work is survivors may delay

gram development. Tackling poverty

or abandon plans to flee their abus-

and working with leaders from mar-

er if it could result in losing their job

ginalized communities will also go a

or losing needed wages. Until now,

long way in reducing Saskatchewan’s

survivors in Saskatchewan had to

rates of domestic violence,” she add-

choose between protecting them-

ed.

selves and their children, and keeping their livelihood. Paid leave from
work means survivors will not be
financially punished for such things
as: getting to safety, seeking medical attention, obtaining support services, seeing a lawyer, making a po7

Photo credit: Canadian Labour Congress
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New report on impacts of Islamophobia
Islamophobia at Work: Challenges and Opportunities
explores the rise of anti-Muslim attitudes and discrimination in Canada. It provides recommendations for
employers, trade unions, and government on how to address this pernicious phenomenon.
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Hassan Yussuff.
“Canada’s unions have a long and proud history of advocacy for human rights because discrimination and racism in our communities ultimately impacts on workers
and their families. Islamophobia is one of many forms of

The report was released just one week after the horrif-

racism that can poison workplaces but it often does so

ic terrorist attack at mosques in Christchurch, New Zea-

without stigma. We need to establish better measures to

land. Those attacks were a stark reminder of the urgency

protect workers against individual and systemic discrim-

of addressing Islamophobia in our communities.

ination,” said Yussuff.

“All of us were deeply shocked by the events that saw the

“We hear all too regularly from Muslims right across the

murder of 50 people. We can’t condemn such acts with-

country who face discrimination at work. This impacts

out also committing to address the underlying attitudes

their ability to contribute positively and to seek and hold

that lead to the demonization of marginalized commu-

meaningful employment,” said Ihsaan Gardee, Executive

nities,” said Canadian Labour Congress (CLC) President

Director at the National Council of Canadian Muslims

(NCCM).

far-right groups continue to mobilize

“This report is the first of its kind to
examine the underlying trends fueling Islamophobia in the context of
workplaces and to include concrete

online and offline, organizing anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant rallies
which further demonize these com-

New Secretary-Treasurer

munities.

recommendations targeted towards

The report aims to address the im-

On May 28, 2019, John J. Donohoe

unions, employers, and government,”

pact of this harmful climate on Cana-

was elected Secretary-Treasurer of

added Gardee.

dian workplaces with specific recom-

the Saskatchewan Federation of

mendations aimed at reinforcing the

Labour (SFL). Donohoe is an IBEW

“We believe this

responsibility of employers to edu-

member from Estevan.

report will serve

gal obligations around human rights

as a valuable

couraging governments to do more

cate management and staff about leand religious accommodations; en-

resource for any-

to support anti-racism awareness

one committed

address online hate; and highlight-

to challenging

must play in championing fairness,

racism and creating equitable

campaigns and develop strategies to
ing the important role trade unions

“I look forward to this new role and
working with all affiliated unions
across the province,” said Donohoe,
“working with President Johb, I know
we can continue to lead the way on
so many important issues, and grow
our provincial labour movement,” he
added.

equity, and social justice for Muslims

The Secretary-Treasurer position be-

in Canada.

came vacant when Julee Sanderson,

“The labour movement has come

and inclusive

to recognize that Islamophobia is a

workplaces”

ing to our very democracy,” said Yus-

threat on far too many levels, includsuff. “Workers across Canada must

There has been a steady rise of hate

start mobilizing against the forces

crimes targeting Muslim commu-

of fear and hatred. We must not let

nities in Canada over the past sev-

them succeed in dividing commu-

eral years. In 2017, a young man

nities and driving people apart.

consumed by hatred killed six men

That’s not the Canada we want nor

attending prayers at a Québec City

deserve.”

who had been elected to the role in
October of 2018, was elected as First
Vice-President of her national union,
the Canadian Union of Postal Workers (CUPW). According to the SFL’s
constitution, the vacancy was filled
by Executive Council, which held a
special election.
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name was even cited by the New
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That same year, hate crimes targeting
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Muslims rose by 151 percent across
the country. Meanwhile, members of
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